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The Hudson Valley “Energy Highway” transmission project:
An idea whose time has passed?

Abstract
A massive up to $1.4 billion transmission project in the Hudson Valley is being considered for
approval by the New York Public Service Commission to provide electricity to New York City.
The project is ill advised for many reasons and should not be built. This paper will clarify the
drawbacks to the proposed “Energy Highway” transmission project and outline the benefits of an
alternative electricity and energy strategy for New York and the nation. The paper will show that
there is no evidence of a need for the proposed electricity transmission, and will demonstrate why
existing nuclear and fossil fuel generation can and should be replaced by solar and other clean
renewable sources.
The paper describes a fundamental paradigm shift in electricity and energy that is in process in
the United States and globally. Distributed solar photovoltaic (PV) technology has reached cost
parity in many markets with conventional centralized electricity generation/transmission based on
coal, gas, nuclear, or large-scale hydro. Distributed (localized) solar combined with energy
storage, microgrids, power electronic controls, and allied technologies can meet New York’s
energy needs with a clean, fossil-free, and environmental and climate-friendly alternative from
now into the future. The purpose of the paper is to show why the proposed transmission project
would be a fundamental mistake and to layout the opportunities that New York has to take a
leadership role in transforming the energy economy of the state and nation into a clean
sustainable future.

“Study after study concludes that distributed,

or small-scale, rather than concentrated or
industrial-scale, generation projects are more
cost effective, more efficient and much quicker
to bring online. Studies also show that smallscale projects provide long-term financial benefits
to local communities through sustainable jobs,
robust returns on investment for local businesses
and homeowners, and reduced carbon footprints.
Furthermore, energy that is produced in the place
where it is used is much more efficient since it
eliminates transmission losses and large-scale
production inefficiencies. Without question,
distributed generation projects have dramatically
less impact on the environment.”
—Christine Canaly, San Luis Valley Ecosystem Council
[testimony filed to the Colorado PUC, Nov 10, 2009] (Farhar, 2010, p. 73)
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Introduction	
  
The	
  proposed	
  Hudson	
  Valley	
  transmission	
  line	
  
A massive up to $1.4 billion high voltage transmission project in the Hudson Valley is being
considered for approval by the New York Public Service Commission (PSC), purportedly to
provide electricity to meet the peak needs of New York City. The project, encouraged by the
PSC, proposes to widen the 153 mile transmission corridor from Marcy, N.Y., near Utica, to
Pleasant Valley in Dutchess County, adding towers as high as 125 feet (significantly higher than
existing towers) carrying 345 kV lines delivering an additional 1000 mW of power.1
This transmission project is ill advised for many reasons and should not be built. This paper
identifies and clarifies the drawbacks to the proposed Hudson Valley Energy Highway
transmission project, and outlines the benefits of an alternative electricity and energy strategy for
New York, and for the nation. The paper explains the reasons why investment in large
transmission infrastructure, such as the proposed project is imprudent, and why instead, the
investment should be in renewable and distributed generation that obviates the need for such
transmission facilities and brings added economic and social benefits to the State.

A	
  bigger	
  picture	
  
The present Hudson Valley transmission controversy is not an isolated issue. Rather, it must be
examined and understood within the context of a fundamental transformation of energy and
electricity that has emerged in the last several years. This transformation springs from a
convergence of forces, 1) technology—cheaper solar photovoltaic (PV) and other renewable
energy generation technologies, and 2) climate change and global warming. These forces are
changing the economics of electric power on a scale and at a pace not seen since the original
introduction of electricity 130 years ago. Regulators, public officials, and citizens must take
pause in consideration of any investment in electricity infrastructure—and proceed with great
care to consider the larger context and all relevant political, economic, social, and technological
factors. The states of Hawaii, California, and New York are at the forefront of this
transformation, albeit for somewhat different reasons. This paper will examine how the
technology of electricity has changed and why such change is affecting the economics, policy,
and politics of energy.

Alternatives	
  for	
  New	
  York	
  
This paper will show why, instead of more transmission, alternative investment encouraging
local, distributed generation can move New York state toward long-term clean sustainable
energy independence and abundance at a reasonable cost. Such investment can also improve
economic competitiveness, preserve natural resources, enhance national and community security,
reduce potential health risks, improve resiliency from severe weather events, and help forestall
the threat from man-made global warming.
Distributed solar PV has already reached cost parity in many markets with conventional
centralized electricity generation/transmission. 2 Solar is projected to become the dominant
electricity source around the world, and to generate $5 trillion in revenue over the next 15 years
(Parkinson, 2015). Distributed solar, when combined with energy storage, microgrids, power
electronics, and other allied technologies, can replace our obsolete century-old regulated

“…Alternative investment encouraging local,

distributed generation can move New York state
toward long-term clean sustainable energy
independence and abundance at a reasonable
cost. Such investment can also improve economic
competitiveness, preserve natural resources, enhance
national and community security, reduce potential
health risks, improve resiliency from severe weather
events, and help forestall the threat from man-made
global warming.”

monopoly electricity business model that is based on cost-recovery (i.e., cost-of-service) and
return on capital assets.3
This paper will show why the citizens of New York State should insist on local, distributed,
energy generation using renewable technologies to assure its energy future. The proposed Energy
Highway was conceived within an out-of-date “cost-of-service” and fossil fuel-based energy
paradigm that encourages building a bloated asset base that only serves the financial interests of
certain utilities and suppliers—rather than advance the present and future energy, economic, and
security interests of the residents and businesses of the New York City metropolitan area and of
New York State.
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“The proposed Energy Highway was conceived

within an out-of-date “cost-of-service” and
fossil fuel-based energy paradigm that encourages
building a bloated asset base that will only serve
the financial interests of certain utilities and
suppliers rather than advance the present and
future energy, economic, and security interests of
the residents of the New York City metropolitan
area and of New York State.”

I	
  

Background	
  and	
  context	
  of	
  the	
  “Energy	
  Highway”	
  

130	
  years	
  of	
  history	
  
Since its inception, the electricity industry has been based on large economies of scale and on
large capital investment. This dependency was due to the nature of the technology of the time
(e.g., steam/coal, hydro, high-voltage transformers, transmission lines, etc.). Because of the high
capital requirements, the industry’s history was entwined with banking and finance, beginning
with Edison and his backer, J.P. Morgan.4
From the beginning the electricity industry was characterized by the need for enormous
investment in generation and transmission infrastructure in the form of large centralized
structures depending on major economies of scale. No industry was more capital intensive—three
dollars of investment being required for every dollar of revenue. (Schoechle, 2013, p. 1)

Electricity was introduced in the 1890s, and by 1900 there were thousands of competitive
electricity companies, both publicly and investor-owned—and much duplication of wiring.
Publicly-owned (e.g., municipal) utilities could sell electricity at half the cost of investor-owned
utilities (IOUs)—the competition was tough.
The idea of a state-regulated monopoly took root in 1907, promoted by Samuel Insull of Chicago
Edison, and spread across all the states by the 1920s. To get IOUs to make the large investments,
regulators (i.e., Public Utilities Commissions (PUCs) or Public Service Commissions) were
established in each state to govern the new monopoly franchise system. It assured profitability in
return for a stable electricity supply. Utilities derived revenue from selling electricity as a
commodity, and are allowed to recover all of their costs plus a profit, known as the “cost of
service” (CoS) revenue model.
More importantly, however, in addition to cost recovery, IOUs have traditionally received a
return on the capital assets they build of around of 10 to 12% which is also added to the
customer’s bill (known as the “rate base”). Building capital assets is the primary way IOUs
make their profits. This is one reason that electricity has always been closely entwined with
investment banking and finance. Approximately 60% of the electricity in the United States is
provided by IOUs. PUCs and the rate structures they set essentially determine the business
model of the IOUs that they govern. The most basic assumptions on which the electricity
industry was built are now being called into question.

Now	
  
Recently, this historical situation has changed radically. Renewable generation, especially solar
PV, and distributed grid technologies are just as efficient at either small or large scale. In reality,
by adding information technology making a “smarter” grid, distributed systems can actually be
more efficient than centralized systems.5 Distributed solar is not as capital-intensive as
conventional centralized generation. It does not require big expensive power plants,
transmission lines, or big finance. There is no longer a significant economy-of-scale.6 Also, the
financing of such systems does not need to rely on large capital projects, but rather can utilize
more conventional small-scale or user-based financing and investment mechanisms, as with
homebuilding, road construction, home appliances, etc. 7
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“Renewable generation, especially solar PV,

and distributed grid technologies are just as
efficient at either small or large scale…by adding
information technology…distributed systems
can actually be more efficient than centralized
systems.”

Solar	
  technology—a	
  game	
  changer	
  
Solar energy is an inherently diverse, scalable, distributed resource, in contrast to the centralized,
capital-intensive generation technologies—coal, large-scale hydro, and nuclear—on which the
electricity grid has been built for over a century. Over the past few years, solar photovoltaic
(PV) costs have dropped dramatically, due in part to the commitment by Germany, known as
Energiewende (energy transition). A national energy policy to phase out nuclear and fossil fuels
and to move to renewable energy—including wind and particularly rooftop solar PV through a
mechanism of “feed-in tariffs”.8 Overall solar system costs have declined at ~15% annually over
the past 8 years and are expected to see another 40% cost reduction over the next 4-5 years
(Shah, 2015).
At present, 90% of solar PV deployed in the United States is at utility scale rather than in homes
and businesses. As costs continue to improve however, this advantage is likely to shift toward
smaller scale rooftop and solar garden installations and be combined with battery storage. Utility
scale solar may continue to expand also, but is likely to play a proportionately smaller role for a
variety of technical and economic reasons, according to forecasts (ibid.). There is no advantage
to siting solar in large arrays or in remote locations. The sun shines everywhere.9

Disruptive	
  challenges	
  to	
  the	
  utility	
  industry	
  
When utility customers start producing power on their own roofs, the CoS utility revenue model
doesn’t work any more because the utility no longer sells as much electricity. If too many
customers do it, the IOU no longer sells enough electricity to cover its fixed costs and costs of
distribution to others or to meet its investor’s expectations. Also, its generation/transmission
assets are less needed and become “stranded.”10 If the IOU raises its rates, it creates an incentive
for even more customers to install more solar, or defect from the grid partially or entirely using
batteries (as has occurred in Hawaii and elsewhere), further reducing revenues and profits
(Cardwell, 2015).
In January of 2013, the Edison Electric Institute (EEI), the utility industry’s technical and policy
think-tank, released a brief, but extremely important report titled Disruptive Challenges:
Financial Implications and Strategic Responses to a Changing Retail Electric Business (Kind,
2013). The report offered the electricity industry a “heads-up” that their basic business model
was threatened and recommended that they rethink it.
The financial risks created by disruptive challenges include declining utility revenues, increasing
costs, and lower profitability potential, particularly over the long-term. As DER [distributed
energy resources, e.g., solar, wind, etc.] and DSM [demand-side management, e.g., peak load
reduction] programs continue to capture “market share,” for example, utility revenues will be
reduced. Adding the higher costs to integrate DER, increasing subsidies for DSM and direct
metering of DER will result in the potential for a squeeze on profitability and, thus, credit
metrics. While the regulatory process is expected to allow for recovery of lost revenues in future
rate cases, tariff structures in most states call for non-DER customers to pay for (or absorb) lost
revenues. As DER penetration increases, this is a cost-recovery structure that will lead to political
pressure to undo these cross subsidies and may result in utility stranded cost exposure
...While [this] paper does not propose new business models for the industry to pursue to address
disruptive challenges in order to protect investors and retain access to capital, it does highlight
several of the expectations and objectives of investors, which may lead to business model
transformation alternatives. (p. 1).
The Hudson Valley “Energy Highway” transmission project
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“If

the cost-of-service (CoS) business model
based on commodity sale of electricity and return
on capital assets can no longer function, what can
replace it?”

A	
  new	
  business	
  model?	
  
If the cost-of-service (CoS) business model based on commodity sale of electricity and return on
capital assets can no longer function, what can replace it? One of the principle suggestions has
been moving utilities to a “service” model whereby utility income is derived from maintaining
the local distribution grid as a monthly subscription service, much like the landline public
switched telephone network has become. Generation and transmission would be decoupled and
marketed separately. Electricity generation and transmission are now already deregulated in
several states. This service model has long been commonplace in the case of telephone, cable, or
Internet markets.
In his book Smart Power, utility industry economist Peter Fox-Penner (2010) explores two
potential alternative “evolutionary” business models for the utility industry. These models
include 1) the “smart integrator” model, and 2) the “energy services utility” model. The smart
integrator is a utility that retrenches into a distribution company that manages smart pipes and
wires. The smart integrator is therefore a network operator and not a commodity seller. The
energy services utility is a utility that becomes customer service centric and incentivized to
energy efficiency, which generates or buys electricity for its customers. However, it is not clear
that the service model can yield the level of profitability that IOU shareholders are accustomed
to. Regulators typically approve rates with IOUs profits of 8% for sale of kWh and 10–12%
return on capital assets—numbers that are much higher than those typically found in most
investments.
An example of how such a business model transition could play out can be seen in Germany.
The two largest IOUs, E.ON and RWE, have both come under severe financial stress due to
distributed generation. E.ON is in the process of spinning off its conventional centralized
generation and transmission as a separate company and refocusing itself on renewables and
distribution services (Vasagar & Clark, 2015). In Germany, utility regulation is at the federal
level. The situation in the United States is much different, with electricity being regulated
primarily at the state level. German utilities lacked the same level of political influence they have
traditionally had in the United States, and were not as protected by regulators.

Rather	
  fight	
  than	
  change	
  
By late 2013, some major IOUs began to react to the warnings in the EEI’s Disruptive
Challenges report. However, rather than adapting their business model as EEI suggested, they
began pushing back against net metering tariffs11 with their regulators in California, Colorado,
Arizona, and several other states, by seeking to limit net metering rates or installations and to
impose high fixed connection charges on PV customers.
But the public also pushed back. The Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) was beset with
public demonstrations and protests. The futility of such a short-term temporary regulatory fix
became evident when the ACC, while agreeing with the utilities, only imposed a nominal fee of
70 cents per kilowatt of installed solar, which would equate to about $5 per month in a typical
household. As reported in IEEE Spectrum, “…that is but a tenth of what the power industry had
advocated, spending millions of dollars to lobby the Arizona regulators and influence public
opinion…” (Sweet, 2013). Meanwhile, IOUs continue their efforts to place limits on rooftop
solar PV rather than adapt their grids or business models.
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“The REV is revolutionary and directly

contradictory to the Comparative Proceeding.
In the REV initiative, the Commission recognizes
that the basic business model of the utility
industry will no longer work, and it undertakes
to employ its basic tools of rules and tariffs, to
design new market and incentive structures to
align utility interests with new policy (PSC,
2015, p. 2).”

Politics	
  of	
  electricity	
  
The the EEI Disruptive Challenges report warned of “political pressure” that might result from
IOU efforts to limit distributed energy resources and customer generation. Such pressure may be
only be just beginning. The public is being joined by independent power producers who are
gaining interest in solar PV markets by providing consumer finance and installation packages for
rooftop solar, empowering customers to generate their own electricity. Political resistance to
utilities is coming from both left and right as an emerging trans-partisan issue (Gold, 2013). As
an independent followup to the EEI report, a new report was published a year later, in 2014, by
the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI), offering a detailed study titled The Economics of Grid
Defection forecasting the details of the looming “disruption” including where and when it would
likely occur (Bronski, et al., 2014). Again, in 2015, a further followup report by RMI, The
Economics of Load Defection (Bronski, et al, 2015) focused on the use of solar plus batteries in
customer sites that remain grid-connected but reduce their use of electricity and use the grid
simply as a backup power source.
In response to their predicament, the utility industry with the help of the EEI and industry
groups, has mounted a systematic attack on solar and renewable energy, mainly at the state
legislative and regulatory level. Some examples were recently reported in the Washington Post.
Legislation to make net metering illegal or more costly has been introduced in nearly two dozen
state houses since 2013. Some of the proposals were virtual copies of model legislation drafted
two years ago by the American Legislative Exchange Council, or ALEC, a nonprofit organization
with financial ties to billionaire industrialists Charles and David Koch (Warrick, 2015).

II	
  

Electricity	
  issues	
  in	
  New	
  York	
  

New York has some of the highest electricity rates in the nation. It also has suffered from recent
systemic failures and prolonged power outages in Manhattan and many surrounding
communities as a consequence severe weather events and flooding. As a result, many of the
general issues discussed above have made New York a focus of nation-wide issues and debates.

The	
  New	
  York	
  “Energy	
  Highway”	
  
The New York Energy Highway Blueprint is a report based on a detailed study in 2012 by an
Energy Highway task force established by Governor Andrew M. Cuomo consisting of New
York’s principal energy, environmental and economic development officials. Its purpose was to
mobilize a public-private partnership to rebuild and rejuvenate New York State’s electric power
system and enable the state to “meet the needs of a 21st century economy and society” (Cuomo,
2012). The task force issued a Request for Information (RFI) in April 2012 and collected over
130 responses from 85 entities, including the State’s investor-owned utilities (IOUs), private
developers, investors and other parties. The task force established a website and sponsored two
major conferences—the Energy Highway Summit and a Conference of RFI Respondents and
Interested Parties—that attracted a total of more than 670 attendees (Cuomo, 2012, p. 5).
The scope of the Energy Highway was primarily devoted to generation and transmission
infrastructure enhancement. Although it recommended new (largely renewable) and repowered
upstate generation sources, its focus was largely on transmission initiatives to move new and
existing generation capacity from upstate to the New York City area—specifically 1,000 mW of
north-to-south transmission capacity down the Hudson River Valley (approximately 150 miles)
The Hudson Valley “Energy Highway” transmission project
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“The existence of two conflicting proceedings

moving in parallel creates somewhat of a
dilemma for the Commission. It had asked
the industry to spend resources developing
transmission proposals, but then realized that
circumstances demanded an entirely different and
much more comprehensive approach.”

at a proposed cost of up to $1.4 billion. The ostensive motivation for such transmission was to
relieve peak congestion in the New York City area.

A	
  wreck	
  on	
  the	
  Energy	
  Highway?	
  
However, the Energy Highway was soon overtaken by events, as described below. It has now
become an anachronism in the face of dramatic changes in the paradigm of electricity.
In order to implement the Energy Highway, in late 2012, the PSC solicited proposals from
developers and transmission owners to build the transmission, known as the Comparative
Evaluation Proceeding (Carlock, 2015, p. 14). Then, in the face of public concerns, Governor
Cuomo asserted, in his State of the State address, his preference for confining transmission
upgrades to existing rights of way. In February, 2014 the PSC modified the Comparative
Proceeding to allow for consideration of alternative proposals. Then in December, 2014, the
PSC again modified the Comparative Proceeding in response to public comments regarding the
lack of any demonstration that new transmission projects were in fact necessary, setting forth six
criteria that would be used in evaluating proposals and scheduling a public Technical Conference
for June 2015. As these modifications occurred, it became progressively clearer that distributed
generation with renewable technologies is emerging to challenge the fundamental assumptions of
the Energy Highway which was based on the traditional generation/transmission electricity
paradigm. The result was a new initiative—the REV—Reforming the Energy Vision.

Taking	
  the	
  REV	
  off	
  ramp	
  
In April, 2014, the PSC initiated another and more dramatic (and revolutionary) proceeding—the
Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) (PSC, 2014). According to the Commission, assumptions
that have long guided the electric industry—including inelastic demand, natural monopoly, and
economies of scale—no longer hold in their entirety, and the REV Proceeding is needed to
ensure the fulfillment of the PSC’s statutory responsibility for reliable, safe, affordable, and
environmentally responsible electricity (Hansen & Lacy, 2015).
In February, 2015, the PSC issued its first major Order in the REV proceeding (PSC, 2015). In
the February Order, the PSC notes:
Utilities, and this Commission, could respond to [the challenges facing the industry] by clinging
to the traditional business model for as long as possible, relying on protective tariffs, regulatory
delay, and other defenses against innovation…Alternatively, we can identify and build regulatory,
utility, and market models that create new value for consumers and support market entrants and
this new form of intermodal competition—in other words, embrace the changes that are shaking
the traditional system and turn them to New York’s economic and environmental advantage. We
decisively take the latter approach (PSC, 2015, p. 29).

The REV is revolutionary and directly contradictory to the Comparative Proceeding. In the REV
initiative, the Commission recognizes that the basic business model of the utility industry will no
longer work, and it undertakes to employ its basic tools of rules and tariffs, to design new market
and incentive structures to align utility interests with new policy (PSC, 2015, p. 2).
The existence of two conflicting proceedings moving in parallel creates somewhat of a dilemma
for the Commission. It had asked the industry to spend resources developing transmission
proposals, but then realized that circumstances demanded an entirely different and much more
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“New York utility customers are paying 40%

more for electricity over the past decade while
the price of natural gas, the principal fuel used
to generate it, has dropped 39%. One reason
for this irony is capital spending by utilities,
primarily on generation and transmission—$17
billion in that same period. Rates in New York
are estimated to go up another 63% in the next
decade.”

comprehensive approach. It now must find a way to reconcile or deal with the Comparative
Proceeding, which now has been effectively overtaken by the REV.

The	
  utility	
  capital	
  spending	
  trajectory	
  
New York utility customers are paying 40% more for electricity over the past decade while the
price of natural gas, the principal fuel used to generate it, has dropped 39%. One reason for this
irony is capital spending by utilities, primarily on generation and transmission—$17 billion in
that same period. Rates in New York are estimated to go up another 63% in the next decade.
The situation in New York is an example of a national problem. “Since 2004, U.S. residential
electricity prices have jumped 39%, according to federal statistics” (Smith, 2015).
Over that same period, annual capital expenditures by investor owned utility companies more
than doubled—jumping to $103 billion in 2014 from $41 billion in 2004, according to the Edison
Electric Institute, a trade association. The group expects total capital spending from 2003 through
2016 to top $1 trillion.
This is the biggest splurge in capital spending we’ve seen in at least 30 years—it’s the reason
rates have been going up,” said Bob Burns, an independent consultant and former energy
researcher at Ohio State University. The biggest chunk of that spending— 38% in 2013 —went
into new power lines and other delivery systems, the Edison Electric Institute said…
Experts say there are several reasons for soaring spending, including environmental mandates,
and the need to harden the grid to protect it from storms, physical attacks and cyber hacking.
But utilities have another incentive for heavy spending: It actually boosts their bottom lines—the
result of a regulatory system that turns corporate accounting on its head.
In most industries, companies generate revenue, deduct their costs, and are left with profits,
which can be expressed as a percentage of revenues—the profit margin. Regulated utilities work
differently. State regulators usually set an acceptable profit margin for utilities, and then set
electric rates at levels that generate enough revenue to cover their expenses and allow them to
make a profit (op. cit., p. 2).

This rate trajectory is unsustainable and unjustified, both in New York and in the entire nation.
It places the industry on a collision course with the technology and economics of distributed
renewable energy. There can be little doubt about which will prevail because of the contrasting
cost trajectories—declining distributed solar costs vs. relentlessly increasing centralized
generation and transmission costs. Perhaps this is one reason for initiating the REV. According
to Audrey Zibelman, Chair of the PSC, “from now on, utilities must prove that their spending
will make an electric system cleaner, more efficient or stronger… Business as usual has become
unaffordable” (op. cit., p. 4).

A	
  need	
  for	
  transmission?	
  
The rationale for the Energy Highway Blueprint is based largely on the claim of high congestion
costs in wholesale electricity markets in the Central East and Upstate/Southeast transmission grid
interfaces, “critical points on the pathways linking upstate and downstate New York”. The
Blueprint makes the argument that
• Excess power is available in upstate New York, while demand is increasing in the downstate
area. The construction and operation of power plants is less expensive in the upstate region as
compared to downstate.
The Hudson Valley “Energy Highway” transmission project
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• Congestion points, or bottlenecks, on the electric transmission system prevent lower-cost and/or
cleaner power from flowing easily from upstate to downstate, increasing costs for consumers and
preventing improvements in environmental quality because the older and less efficient power
plants are forced to run more frequently than would otherwise be necessary.
• The significant potential to develop wind projects and other renewable energy sources in upstate
New York may become impeded by transmission constraints that could prevent their full output
from reaching consumers (Cuomo, 2012, p. 28).

However, the Blueprint does not offer any measureable basis for such claims of congestion or a
demonstration of a need for additional transmission to remedy it. The claim of “persistent
congestion” and “bottlenecks” is also made without supporting evidence in a filing before the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) by Transco, a consortium of IOUs proposing
the Hudson Valley transmission project (Transco, 2014, p. 2, 9), and also in PSCs Comparative
Proceeding (PSC, 2014a, p. 3, 18). Generally speaking, the claim of congestion is never
supported by measureable evidence or by any independent determination of necessity—but
rather is estimated or assumed.
The Blueprint and the Comparative Proceeding both begin with the presumption of need. The
evidence is actually to the contrary.

Costs	
  of	
  transmission	
  fail	
  cost-‐benefit	
  analysis	
  
A closer look shows that there is evidence that contradicts the dubious presumption of need.
There is evidence that 1) the congestion is not great enough to justify the costs of the proposed
transmission remedy, 2) the congestion is decreasing, and 3) there are far preferable alternatives
to transmission as a remedy to any congestion. For example, such evidence comes from the New
York Independent System Operator (NYISO), the transmission coordinating agency for New
York.
The NYISO’s 2013 Congestion Assessment and Resource Integration Study (“2013 CARIS”) 12
found that nearly all of the estimated benefit-cost ratios for possible solutions to congestion in
New York fall below one, meaning that, in the words of the U.S. Department of Energy, “it
would cost less for New Yorkers to bear the continuing congestion costs than to spend the money
to mitigate it through the transmission, generation and demand response solutions evaluated.”
Moreover, the 2013 CARIS report indicates that the cost of congestion is declining, and is
predicted to continue to be less than historic levels…
Recently, NYISO determined that new transmission is not necessary for purposes of reliability in
New York’s electric system [in its] Draft 2014 Comprehensive Reliability Plan (CRP) released
March 20… (Carlock, 2015, p. 15).

According to the CARIS study, the projected cost of congestion to consumers (i.e., load
payments) is declining through 2022 for both upstate and downstate interface points.
The new and returning resources identified in the CRP total approximately 1,986 MW, and about
half of that amount is located below the [upstate and southern] interface. In fact, based on the
initial analysis of the [Reliability Needs Assessment] model updates satisfying the identified
reliability needs, the NYISO withdrew its request for solutions on November 14, 2014 (Ibid.).
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Alternatives	
  to	
  new	
  transmission	
  
A number of new generation and transmission projects are already at various stages of
development in the relevant areas around the state, according to the NYISO interconnection
queue. Some examples of such projects include
…the Berrians GT projects, CPV Valley Energy Center, Champlain Hudson Power Express, the
Taylor Biomass project, the West Point Transmission Project, the Poseiden Transmission Project,
Bowline 3 and the Cricket Valley Energy Center. The NYISO queue also contains numerous
proposals for solar projects in Load Zone K on Long Island in various stages of approval (op. cit.
p. 16).

A range of alternatives to new transmission will be further considered later in this paper. In
particular, such alternatives relate to the growing feasibility and actual deployment of distributed
renewable energy and particularly, rooftop solar PV, and solar-plus-storage. Solar-plus-storage
is the combination of solar PV and battery storage to time-shift solar production to smooth and
balance grid operation.

Demographic	
  study	
  shows	
  lack	
  of	
  downstate	
  need	
  
A detailed statistical demographic study of future peak needs for New York City metropolitan
area found that although downstate peak loads are expected to rise modestly (by about 10% of
today’s peak loads) through about 2035, they can be expected to stabilize thereafter. The study
further found that existing assets can handily exceed any expected future peak loads,13 even with
the Indian Point nuclear plant closed (Eshel, 2014).
The pro bono study, Hudson Valley Transmission Line Plan: Assessing Need & Alternatives,
was conducted by Gidon Eshel, a Research Professor of Environmental Physics at Bard College
on behalf of the Hudson Valley Smart Energy Coalition, and it considered historical and forecast
demographic, climate, and electrical usage/generation data and trends related to the New York
metropolitan area through the 2035 timeframe. The study concluded, “Thus I find no evidence
that additional generation or transmission capacity is needed in New York’s downstate region”
(p. 25).

III	
  

Transmission	
  issues	
  and	
  risks	
  

Aside from the weakness of the presumed need for a billion dollar expanded Hudson Valley
transmission line, there is a catalog of risks that such a project would impose. These risks can be
divided roughly into categories of environmental, technical and financial risks. There may often
be overlap between these categories.

Environmental	
  risks	
  and	
  impacts	
  
Wildlife	
  habitat	
  fragmentation	
  
The proposed line would have a capacity of 1,000 mW. In order to carry this much power, it
would operate at 345 kV or higher, a very high voltage, in order to reduce wire size and
transmission losses which are dependent on current flow.14 Such a high voltage would require
very tall towers, as high as 125 feet.
The construction of such towers would be highly intrusive and further fragment the wildlife
habitat. It would require significant road and other construction which would result in
The Hudson Valley “Energy Highway” transmission project
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significant noise pollution, traffic, and potential soil erosion and stream sedimentation, and
damage to flora and fauna (forests, watersheds, species, riparian habitat, etc.).
Following initial construction, ongoing environmental impacts would include noise pollution
from maintenance traffic vehicles and aircraft, unintended traffic from secondary users, ongoing
use of herbicides and continued deforestation of corridors. Additional ongoing impacts would
include potential hazards to avian species (bird collisions with wires in migration paths),
ecosystem disruption and imbalance of predators.15

Stress	
  on	
  water	
  resources	
  
Coal, oil, or gas-fired thermal-cycle (usually steam) generating plants (including nuclear) all use
prodigious amounts of water for cooling. This inherently wasteful and archaic process wastes
valuable water resources that are needed for domestic, urban, and agricultural use, or to maintain
natural stream flows and wildlife habitat. To the extent that coal, gas, nuclear or other thermal
generation processes are being employed to feed the transmission lines from upstate, its impact
on upstate and downstate water resources and water quality must be considered. Building
additional transmission to accommodate or extend the life of these outdated facilities is not good
policy.

Potential	
  public	
  health	
  risks	
  
A persistent controversy over the biological and health effects of electromagnetic radiation has
existed for many years, with substantial and growing academic literature, ongoing research, and
mounting evidence. Powerlines of this magnitude have been a particular topic of public concern.
In 2001, the radiation emitted by power lines was classified by the World Health Organization’s
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) as a group 2B “possibly carcinogenic to
humans” (IARC, 2001). It is clear that electromagnetic radiation has biological effects, and
possibly health risks, both known and unknown. With a significant probability of a serious
problem, the precautionary principle16 should be applied, as it should also with utility meter
technology.

Yet,	
  another,	
  expanded,	
  ugly,	
  imposing	
  eyesore	
  
The proposed transmission line represents a gratuitous industrialization of the natural landscape.
The Hudson Valley has unique geography, particular natural beauty, and is an asset of the people
of the state of New York. Interestingly, this specific area, the Hudson Valley, has been the locus
of environmental battles in the past to preserve it from detrimental power projects, notably
resulting in the creation of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) in the early 1970s.17
There is a substantial precedent for protecting this particular area.
The Scenic Hudson Decision was a 17-year (1963-1981) legal dispute which defeated
Consolidated Edison's plan to embed the world's largest pumped storage hydroelectric plant into
the face of Storm King Mountain, near Cornwall, New York. The lengthy and controversial case
had an immense impact on environmental and legal issues affecting the Hudson River Valley as
well as the nation. The landmark case set important precedents in environmental law including:
the right of citizens to participate in environmental disputes, the emergence of environmental law
as a legal specialty, ideas Congress incorporated in the country's first National Environment
Policy Act (NEPA), federal and state regulation of the environment, and it is credited with
launching the modern environmental movement (Marist, 2015).
The Hudson Valley “Energy Highway” transmission project
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The Hudson Valley has long supported a substantial tourism industry that draws visitors from
New York City and the east coast. Tourism in the Hudson Valley region is a $3.1 billion
industry, supporting 51,388 jobs (Stafford, 2013). Industrial development of this area would
likely have a significant impact in the diminishment of the Hudson Valley tourism. Property
values along the corridor and in the entire valley may be degraded, along with property tax
revenues. Such sacrifices might be arguable if there were some public benefit from expanded
transmission, but such is not the case, especially with no evidence of need and clearly
identifiable alternatives available.

Climate	
  change	
  and	
  global	
  warming	
  
Perhaps the ultimate environmental risk that would be exacerbated by the proposed transmission
project is that of climate change and global warming. An investment in such a transmission line
would renew an institutional commitment to centralized electricity generation (largely fossil
fuel-based) for yet another half-century. The proposed project would continue and expand
reliance on coal/gas/fossil fuel generation at a time when new distributed renewable energy
technologies are just becoming available and economically feasible—and at a time of growing
public recognition of the devastating potential scope of the problem of global warming.

Technical	
  risks	
  and	
  issues	
  
There are a number of technical risks in building a large high-voltage transmission project.
These risks include grid reliability issues, transmission losses, and the risk of technological
obsolescence. It may be taken as a certainty that distributed solar and other renewables will play
an growing role in the distribution grid, thus reducing and re-distributing load, and this will raise
the risk of elements of any transmission facilities becoming stranded or obsolete.

Reliability	
  of	
  the	
  grid	
  
Reliability risks include the vulnerability of transmission facilities to severe weather events,
vulnerability to grid management accidents or regional grid failures, and susceptibility to solar
electromagnetic storms. A transmission line of this dimension is a complex technical system and
would be added to a regional and national transmission grid that is already becoming too
complex to manage. Complex socio-technical systems are subject to what has been termed
normal accidents—accidents that are inevitable as a consequence of system complexity (Perrow,
1985)18.
It is not uncommon to hear about transmission grid failures around the world, associated with
severe weather events—as experienced recently in New York with Hurricane Sandy, for
example. Given the probability of increasingly severe weather events (and sea-level rise), there is
likely to be an increasing risk of grid failure. Wide-scale grid failures have been triggered by
seemingly trivial events, such as simply squirrels or other animals shorting out a transformer.
Another cause has been mismanagement of supply and demand—always in delicate balance
because supply must exactly equal demand on a second-by-second basis across the entire grid.
A long powerline is essentially a big antenna and the earth is a huge rotating magnet in a
complex of interacting electrical fields caused by conducting particles from the sun.
Unpredictable changes in solar flux can cause enormous inductive surges in transmission lines
that can destroy transformers and other facilities.
The Hudson Valley “Energy Highway” transmission project
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electricity system complexity wherever possible.
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the right choice.”

There is a risk to homes, consumer appliances and electronics posed by potential voltage surges
on powerlines due to accidents or events.19 Isolation or “islanding” of distribution grids with
solar microgrids and less reliance on high voltage transmission will lessen this risk, as well as
facilitate community resiliency when grid problems do inevitably occur.
Basically, transmission grids are vulnerable enough already and it would be wise to be cautious
about increasing dependency on them. In such complex systems, the unintended consequences
of adding something to fix a presumed problem may cause other unknown or unanticipated
problems. The goal should be to decrease, not increase, electricity system complexity wherever
possible. For this reason alone, distributed renewables are the right choice.

Transmission	
  losses	
  and	
  inefficiency	
  
The transmission of alternating current (AC) electricity over distances is a complex process, and
losses and inefficiencies are an inevitable consequence in any transmission system, however well
designed it may be. Such losses are due to many factors and vary widely depending on the
specific situation (Hales, 2014). Overall transmission losses from generator to user can generally
range from 8–15 % in the United States. The reasons are described below by the International
Electrotechnical Commission:
A power plant produces electrical energy in medium (20 000 V) or low (1 000 V) voltage which
is then elevated to high voltage (up to 400 kV) by a step-up substation. Electrical power is then
transmitted across long distances by high-tension power lines, and the higher the voltage, the
more power can be transmitted. A step-down substation converts the high voltage back down to
medium voltage and electrical power can then be transported by medium voltage lines to feed
medium and low voltage transformers using overhead lines or underground cables. Most of the
users are fed in low voltage, but bigger ones, such as factories, commercial buildings, hospitals
and so forth, can be directly fed in medium voltage (IEC, 2007, p. 7)

The losses expected in the proposed high voltage (345 kV) portion of Hudson Valley
transmission system could be expected, by one estimate, to be in the range of approximately 7–
14 %.
Another analysis of losses is shown below:
1–2 %
2–4 %
1–2 %
4–6 %

Step-up transformer from generator to transmission line
Transmission line
Step-down transformer from transmission line to distribution network
Distribution network transformers and cables (Schonek, 2013).

The nearer electricity can be produced to where it is used, the lower the losses can be. With
distributed solar within the distribution grid, transmission losses are completely avoided. With
on-site generation and storage, even the distribution losses are eliminated. Thus, the entire
system could enjoy an efficiency improvement of 8–15 % with localized generation and storage.

Risk	
  of	
  technical	
  obsolescence	
  by	
  distributed	
  renewable	
  generation	
  
If the present trend toward distributed renewable energy continues, what is the risk that the
proposed Hudson Valley transmission project will be rendered obsolete before the projected life
of its cost recovery period? Will the transmission assets become stranded? Will the
shareholders and/or bondholders see their investment diminished or lost? Will the public—
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ratepayers and/or taxpayers—end up forced to bail out the utilities and their investors? Some of
these issues are addressed below under “financial risks.”

Financial	
  risks	
  
The proposed transmission line is a large high-risk capital construction project amounting to up
to $1.4 billion, with ratepayers assuming 90% of the construction cost and 80% of cost
overruns—with the IOUs enjoying a 12% return (PSC, 2014, p. 11). Financing a project of such
size entails significant risks, including large negotiated bond sales and interest cost uncertainties.
Given the national context of a transition to renewable energy and the possibility of the
transmission facilities becoming stranded assets, it may be difficult to underwrite bonds under
terms acceptable to New York State.
Large projects are always a magnet for corrupt practices, graft, overbilling, and fraud, as well as
an increased risk of mis-management of a complex project spread across many locations. The
probability of cost overruns is very high. Such risks are openly acknowledged by the
proponents.

Risks	
  and	
  uncertainties	
  of	
  the	
  project	
  
The project would be carried out by one or more of four developers, Boundless Energy, LLC,
NextEra Transmission New York, LLC, North America Transmission, LLC, or New York
Transco, LLC, “a startup company”20 (Transco, 2014, p. 42) owned by a consortium of New
York IOUs. As proposed in its rate filing before the FERC, Transco identifies, “significant
development, construction, regulatory, and financing risks” (Transco, 2014, p. 5) in the project.
These risks are so high that Transco is asking for a return on equity (ROE) “adder” to the usual
base rate formula of 10.6%, raising their return to over 12%. In its FERC filing, Transco reveals
its significant project management risks and challenges as follows:
Conditions included in permits may require construction to be suspended pending further
approval if the work gets too loud. Even getting started on construction may be challenging when
it requires access to the electrical facilities of an uncooperative third party. Landowner opposition
can force projects to be reconfigured in ways that increase costs through more expensive (albeit
more efficient) designs or schedule delays. Managing equipment and facilities delivery schedules,
shortages of skilled workers and engineers (and the need to pay overtime), the logistics of
managing multiple complicated projects simultaneously in different parts of the state, the cost and
difficulty of building in heavily populated areas, and any potential difficulties with coordinating
work crews, all contribute to substantial project completion risks (p. 40).

More specifically, the Transco filing acknowledges its following financial risks:
NY Transco faces a significant challenge to raise hundreds of millions of dollars in credit markets
in a short amount of time. It will function as a stand-alone entity that must secure financing
despite having no operating history, revenues or cash-flows, and on the understanding that it may
have negative cash flows, as we explain in more detail below where we support NY Transco’s
ROE adders. When combined with project completion risks, cost recovery risks, and regulatory
risks, NY Transco will be challenged to achieve an investment-grade credit rating. Without
incentives that materially improve NY Transco’s operating cash-flow during its initial years of
operation, its borrowing costs are likely to be higher, and without appropriate regulatory support,
it may be forced to accept unfavorable terms from the credit markets (p. 40).
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does nothing to actually mitigate or remove
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The Transco filing revealed these risks to regulators under the ironic rubric of “risk mitigation”
for the purpose of justifying a higher profit margin. This may seem a reasonable rationale to
regulators and investors, but should the public find any comfort in this perverse logic? The added
profit for Transco and its partners does nothing to actually mitigate or remove any risk to the
public. Was Transco created to insulate its owners (IOUs) from the formidable risk and liability?

Risk	
  of	
  changing	
  financial/economic	
  conditions	
  
If and when interest rates finally increase, the IOUs are at substantial risk. With languishing
demand for electricity and a failing business model, several utilities have already suffered credit
downgrades (e.g., Jersey Central Power & Light, Potomac Electric Power Co., and others) from
Fitch, Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, Credit Suisse, and others. Once Transco and its component
partners embark on the massive, up to $1.4 billion, Energy Highway project, there is a risk that a
sudden shift in financial conditions could place some of them in a weakened position and unable
to fully perform. Such a situation would then inevitably fall back on the ratepayers, and perhaps
on the taxpayers of New York.
The risk of a negative change in economic conditions places the utility industry in a precarious
position, given its weakened state—with disruptive technologies and renewable energy upending
their business model, with bearing a legacy of over-investment in fossil-fueled generation, and
with static or declining demand. It is unlikely that regulators, subject to political forces, can prop
them up for long.

Risk	
  of	
  stranded	
  assets	
  
If the project is rendered obsolete before the end of its economic life and cost recovery period,
will there be pressure for a public bailout to protect IOU stockholders and bondholders? What
are the potential costs of decommissioning and removal of the partially completed towers and
ancillary facilities, including roads?

Summary	
  of	
  financial	
  risk	
  	
  
In summary, the proposed transmission line is at risk in many ways—and all anticipated and
unanticipated risks will inevitably be externalized. In typical fashion, it is likely that all risks
will end up on the back of the public—while any profits will accrue to the private shareholders
of the IOUs. Regulators and public officials in New York should understand that this is not
sound public policy.

Technology	
  &	
  policy	
  risks	
  
Electricity systems and technology, and the energy-related industries in general, are in a state of
rapid and dramatic technological change. The landscape of public policy regarding these
changes always lags the technologies and markets (as is the case with solar energy in particular),
but when change is finally forced, it can happen fast. It is often observed that the electricity
industry is at an inflection point analogous to where the telecom industry was a quarter century
ago. With the divestiture of the Bell System, technological change finally forced a restructuring
of public policy that stranded many assets but also created many new opportunities. In any case,
it is obvious that technology and policy will both change, so it is important to exercise extreme
caution in making billion dollar investments.
The Hudson Valley “Energy Highway” transmission project
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Events	
  unpredictable	
  
Often such policy changes are driven by unforeseen events. Increasing public concern over
climate change and global warming could result in a political or policy shift at the FERC, at the
Governor’s office, or at the PSC. For example, possible drivers include another storm like Sandy,
a major solar electromagnetic storm, a grid blackout, a physical security event, cyber-attack, etc.
But even less dramatic changes are also now in process and ongoing. One example is the
unanticipated demand for solar installations in Hawaii that have exceeded the distribution grid’s
ability to absorb the extra power and stressed its voltage and frequency stability. Unpredicted
events will continue to shape an uncertain policy environment.

FERC	
  Order	
  1000	
  
One example of ongoing change and policy risk is the FERC Order 1000 Transmission Planning
and Cost Allocation. The trajectory of FERC 1000 and related orders is in the direction of an
increasing role for FERC in requiring utilities to duly consider Non-Transmission Alternatives
(NTAs). The NTA issue and its implications will be discussed in further detail later in this paper,
but what NTAs might mean in the context of the Energy Highway project is unclear and a
moving target. Together with the rapidly evolving technological environment, there is a
significant risk that the NTA requirement could be re-defined and/or expanded within the
timeframe of the project. Although society always lives with some uncertainty, it is important to
the public that it not embark on a costly project that risks being made obsolete by both
technology and policy changes before it is even completed.

Reforming	
  the	
  Energy	
  Vision	
  
Another indicator of policy risk is the unpopular nature of the project and the potential political
consequences. Any transmission project should be evaluated within the context of a broader state
energy policy—the Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) initiative. The PSC acknowledges this
in their staff comments.
Approximately 2,300 public comments have been received in these cases since their inception.
The overwhelming majority of the comments are in opposition to building any overhead power
lines… Many argue that the need for more power should be addressed in the Reforming the
Energy Vision (REV) proceeding or as part of the Clean Energy Fund (PSC, 2014, p. 12).

Environmentalist Ned Sullivan, President of Scenic Hudson, has observed that
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo ended his first term by banning fracking—capping off an
outstanding year with a nationally important environmental achievement, [and] …launched the
visionary Reforming Energy Vision (REV) proceeding to retool the state’s energy grid for the
21st century… (Sullivan, 2015).

Sullivan added, “Gov. Cuomo should terminate the Energy Highway and allow all parties to
concentrate on his promising REV initiative.”

Other	
  economic	
  and	
  policy	
  issues	
  
Jobs	
  and	
  economic	
  development	
  issues	
  
Localization
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A new terminology of “localization” has emerged around the idea of generating electricity close
to where it is used and shifting control to the local or community level. The proposed benefits of
electric power localization include jobs (Brookings, 2011), the 3.5 x multiplier effect of keeping
the money in a community (GAO, 2004)21, reduced transmission losses, economic feasibility at a
smaller scale (Farrell, 2011), enhanced grid reliability, regulatory and policy responsiveness, and
local and national security in the face of natural or other disasters (Woolsey and Korin, 2007).
Jobs and expertise
Localization of spending and ongoing incremental growth and local community-based
capabilities creates local industry, expertise, and stable jobs rather than a one-off construction
project, usually by an outsider/contractor.
The Solar Foundation (TSF), an independent nonprofit research and education organization, just
released its New York Solar Jobs Census. The district-level Census found that New York’s solar
industry employed 7,284 New Yorkers in 2014 and added nearly 2,100 solar jobs over the
previous year. New York’s 40% solar industry employment growth allowed it to move to 4th in
rankings of highest number of solar jobs by state. Solar employment in New York grew nearly 40
times faster than the state’s employment growth rate of 1.1 percent during the same period
(Bulman, 2015).

Stability
Another benefit of localization is improving the stability and security of electricity supply. A
localized and distributed electricity supply would risk less vulnerability to securities traders and
exploitive resellers who would find it more difficult to manipulate and misuse electricity
markets. The bitter experience of California consumers, industry, shareholders, and
governments during the infamous 2001 Enron scandal, when many $ billions were lost, showed
the risks of a centralized and capital-intensive electricity system. If deregulation of generation
were accompanied by decentralization, no utility industry player would be in the position of such
price manipulation or of being “too big to fail.”

Emerging	
  role	
  for	
  federal	
  policy—non-‐transmission	
  alternatives	
  
The interconnected regional nature of the transmission grid and the need for reliability mandates
a federal role in electricity regulation by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
No state can embark on a major transmission project without FERC oversight.
FERC Order 1000 Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation was the fourth major step in a
process of regionalizing and coordinating the planning and construction of electricity
transmission. Order 888 issued in 1996 established non-discrimination by owners of
transmission facilities, requiring them to provide transmission services to all customers on an
equal basis. Subsequently, Order 2000 established regional transmission organizations (RTOs).
Then, Order 890 required a “coordinated regional planning process”. Finally, Order 1000,
building on the previous orders, specified that such plans must have emerged from processes that
gave “comparable consideration” to options other than transmission—non-transmission
alternatives (NTAs). In other words,
Where a transmission provider seeks cost recovery for a transmission project, it must ensure that
the project is the survivor of objective, head-to-head comparisons with feasible alternative
solutions, including non-transmission alternatives (NTAs). This goal protects customers from
transmission charges that are excessive relative to less costly and equally or more effective
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“New York’s 40% solar industry employment

growth allowed it to move to 4th in rankings
of highest number of solar jobs by state. Solar
employment in New York grew nearly 40 times
faster than the state’s employment growth rate
of 1.1 percent during the same period (Bulman,
2015).”

alternatives. Order 1000 thus changes the definition of obligatory transmission service. That
service is not merely to transport electrons, not merely to link sources and sinks, but more broadly
to plan and operate a region’s transmission network most efficiently and cost-effectively to
satisfy a region’s varied needs (Hempling, 2013, p. 2).

How Order 1000 will be interpreted is not entirely clear and now just beginning to play out, but
FERC seems to be entering into an area that has been traditionally the domain of state regulators
and their supply-side orientation (i.e., dealing with regulation of electricity supply rather than
demand).
Inherent conflicts within a failing paradigm
Presently, only transmission planning participants are obliged to give “comparable
consideration” of NTAs. They deal only with proposals and have no obligation to seek NTAs
when none are proposed. Also, “There is no comparable opportunity for regional cost allocation
of an NTA because an NTA, by definition, is not “transmission” that would be subject to FERC
jurisdiction” (op. cit., p. 3).
Several related debates are emerging. The trade group Wires commissioned a report that
advocated replacing “NTA” with the term “MRA” (Market Resource Alternatives) because they
are not direct substitutes for transmission. Wires defines MRAs as including such alternatives as
energy efficiency, demand response, utility scale generation, distributed generation, energy
storage, and smart grid (Frayer & Wang, 2014). Former FERC Chair and advisor to Wires, Jim
Hoecker contends that “MRAs are important but they aren’t all deployed the same way and they
have different characteristics… Sometimes they help rationalize the transmission planning
process and sometimes they have nothing to do with it.” Hoecker added that these MRAs are not
substitutes for but complements to transmission, and that “they are all part of an integrated
electric system” (Trabish, 2014). As a more basic question—how can an agency chartered to
regulate transmission then require non-transmission solutions within its charter?
Transmission vs. non-transmission
Another problem with FERC’s NTAs is that they require providers to work against their own
interests. Not only does this pose a legal quandary, but it is simply unworkable for the public
interest. Many questions arise. What is “transmission” and what is “non-transmission”? How
can a transmission rulemaking mandate non-transmission? Are these “alternatives” for IOUs or
for consumers? Who will implement them and who will enforce them?
The basic problem is that the transmission grid terminology in general, and the distinctions
between electricity transmission, generation, storage, and use, is part of a failing industrial and
regulatory paradigm that is rapidly being overtaken by technology and markets. Transmission
itself is an artifact of a 19th century grid architecture based on an economic model that may no
longer be appropriate.

IV	
  

The	
  big	
  picture—trends	
  and	
  transitions	
  in	
  the	
  energy	
  economy	
  

In recounting the 130-year history of electricity earlier in this paper, it was described how the
most basic assumptions upon which the electricity industry was built are now being called into
question. These problematic assumptions include economy of scale in generation, centralized
system architecture, dependency on large-scale finance, natural monopoly, cost-of-service (CoS)
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“[FERC’s] Order 1000 thus changes the

definition of obligatory transmission service. That
service is not merely to transport electrons, not
merely to link sources and sinks, but more broadly
to plan and operate a region’s transmission
network most efficiently and cost-effectively to
satisfy a region’s varied needs.”
(Hempling, 2013).

pricing and return on capital assets regulation. None of these assumptions are likely to survive
long with the advent of solar and distributed energy technologies.

An	
  electricity	
  paradigm	
  under	
  stress	
  
Regulatory	
  responses	
  
The century-old cost-of-service (CoS) method of monopoly rate regulation guarantees investorowned utilities (IOUs) full recovery of their costs of delivering electricity plus a significant
profit, regardless of how the electricity is produced. The IOU presents its costs to state
regulators, the costs are approved, then added to the customer’s monthly bill over time (known
as the “rate-base”).
Because of the high capital cost of conventional electricity infrastructure, regulators induced the
monopoly IOUs to make investments by assuring them profitability—in return for a stable
electricity supply. IOUs have traditionally received a return on the capital assets they build of
around 10 to 12% that is added to the rate base. Building capital assets is the primary way IOUs
have made their profits.
Regulators and the rate structures they set essentially determine the business model of the IOUs
that they govern—or at least, such is the theory. The underlying idea is that assuring the
financial health of the IOUs is the best way to assure a reliable electricity supply for the public.
Another underlying idea is that the regulator can use its basic tools of rules and tariffs, to design
new market and incentive structures to align utility interests with new policy. This belief is
reflected in the PSC’s REV initiative.
…we can identify and build regulatory, utility, and market models that create new value for
consumers and support market entrants and this new form of intermodal competition… (PSC,
2015, p. 29).

It remains to be seen whether this will be possible, given the sweeping nature of the
technological and market forces at play—like climate change—forces beyond anyone’s control.
The Disruptive Challenges report suggested a new “service” business model based on utilities
maintaining wires and poles, and not on selling kWh or on guaranteed return on capital assets. A
similar thing happened in the telecommunications industry a quarter century ago. And, this is
what is happening now in Germany, the pioneer of solar with its feed-in tariffs. The two largest
IOUs in Germany, E.ON & RWE, are in financial distress due to declining generation revenues
and they are restructuring to adapt their business model, as previously discussed. Will the new
business models provide sufficient revenue to satisfy investor expectations? In any case, the
economics of solar technology will force a change, one way or another.

Industry	
  responses	
  
One industry response is using political influence with regulators and legislators to fend off
solar, as described earlier in the struggle over net metering tariffs. Another possible response,
also previously discussed, is trying new business models. A third response is a technical one,
referred to by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) as the Integrated Grid (EPRI, 2014).
The Integrated Grid is a conception of a future grid that would evolve from the conventional
centralized model into a combined centralized/distributed model by integrating more new
distributed energy resources, while maintaining centralized utility control, coordination, and
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“How can a transmission rulemaking mandate

non-transmission? . . .The basic problem is that
the transmission grid terminology in general, and
the distinctions between electricity transmission,
generation, storage, and use, is part of a failing
industrial and regulatory paradigm that is rapidly
being overtaken by technology and markets.”

monitoring. According to EPRI, “So far, rapidly expanding deployments of DER [distributed
energy resources—solar, wind, etc.] are connected to the grid but not integrated into grid
operations, which is a pattern that is unlikely to be sustainable.” EPRI describes the Integrated
Grid concept and its role as follows.
The successful integration of DER depends on the existing electric power grid. That grid, especially its
distribution systems, was not designed to accommodate a high penetration of DER while sustaining high
levels of electric quality and reliability. The technical characteristics of certain types of DER, such as
variability and intermittency, are quite different from central power stations. To realize fully the value of
distributed resources and to serve all consumers at established standards of quality and reliability, the need
has arisen to integrate DER in the planning and operation of the electricity grid and to expand its scope to
include DER operation – what EPRI is calling the Integrated Grid. (EPRI, p. 3)

Such a vision assumes that the future grid will be a “smart grid” centrally managing and
coordinating a two-way flow of both electricity and information, including both utility-scale and
small scale resources (e.g., rooftop and community solar arrays, premises energy management
systems, thermostats, appliances, etc.). The integrated grid posits that this new integrated
system will become even more complex in both technical and regulatory aspects. It relies
heavily on regulators and on an “evolution of regulatory models” to shape the future grid. This
vision relies on and is entrenched in the predominant regulated monopoly paradigm—along with
the ongoing assumption that the industry will continue to be structured largely as a protected
monopoly.
Certainly the complexity of the integrated grid requires that a lot of money be thrown at it,
requiring yet more capital cost recovery or public investment. In particular, the integrated grid
could be about trying to maintain centralized control of an inherently decentralized and simpler
technology—about trying to control a technological transformation where “distributed” should
imply a more independent, democratic, community-based, smaller, simpler, and scalable
electricity system. But, the solar age has arrived. To what extent does it need to carry along the
excess baggage of a progressively obsolete and superfluous centralized grid?

The	
  solar	
  age	
  arrives	
  
Solar PV is now projected to become the dominant electricity source globally within the next
two decades. This was a common finding over the past year by numerous financial and
investment banking groups, including Bank of America, Barclays, Citigroup, Fitch Ratings,
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Deutsche Bank, Abu Dhabi National Bank, and UBS.
The various reports note that the declining cost curve of solar PV, batteries, and related
equipment will make rooftop solar the dominant form and will pose a threat to traditional utility
business models. It will also dramatically change the architecture of the electricity grid and the
role of both utilities and regulatory bodies.

Deutsche	
  Bank	
  report—Crossing	
  the	
  Chasm	
  
In one of the more recent and extensive reports, Deutsche Bank Market Research in February,
2015, released a 175-page detailed investment outlook report titled, Crossing the Chasm: Solar
Grid Parity in a Low Oil Price Era (Shah, 2015). Parkinson (2015) provides a succinct 3-page
synopsis of the report. The report validates that “solar is now competitive with conventional
electricity generation in many global markets” and states that “solar-plus-storage is the next
killer app” (Shah, 2015, p. 4).
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“..the integrated grid could be about trying to

maintain centralized control of an inherently
decentralized and simpler technology—about
trying to control a technological transformation
where “distributed” should imply a more
independent, democratic, community-based,
smaller, simpler, and scalable electricity system.
But, the solar age has arrived. To what extent
does it need to carry along the excess baggage
of a progressively obsolete and superfluous
centralized grid?”

Over the next 20 years, we expect the electricity market to double to $4 trillion and expect the
solar industry to increase by a factor of 10. During this timeframe, the solar industry is expected
to generate $5 trillion of cumulative revenue. By the year 2050, we expect global solar
penetration rates to increase to 30% (p. 6).

The report predicts that electricity prices will double over the next 15 years and that the cost of
solar will drop another 40% in the next 4-5 years. One reason that electricity prices will double
is transmission. An interesting comment in the report pertains to transmission.
…we note that over 40% of the average electric bill in the US can be attributed to transmission
and distribution (T&D) costs. This is because the structure of most mature electric markets allow
utilities to recoup costs for large upfront capital expenditures from transmission and distribution.
Most investor owned regulated utilities are allowed to generate a regulated return over a multiyear timeframe. …utilities are allowed to operate as a natural monopoly and are financially
incentivized to build infrastructure (in the form of long term returns on upfront capital
investment) (p. 27).

Distributed small-scale solar PV and solar-plus-storage will operate primarily within the
distribution grid—a local community microgrid—and will encourage a move “away from large
centralized solar farms and toward residential or neighborhood-scale solar power” (Fountain,
2015). This trend will diminish the need for utility-scale generation and transmission while
increasing the proportion of its cost recovery on the consumer’s electric bill. This cost, will in
turn, further encourage consumers to decrease their reliance on the grid and, in the long term, it
is likely to result in stranded utility assets—the “death spiral” described in the Disruptive
Challenges report.

The	
  Star	
  Power	
  report	
  
In late 2014, a 40-page study was published by Environment America Research & Policy Center
titled Star Power: The Growing Role of Solar Energy in America (Burr & Hallock, 2014), that
provided a detailed geographical analysis of available solar PV capacity across the United States
on a state-by-state basis. The study found
• The United States has the potential to produce more than 100 times as much electricity from
solar PV and concentrating solar power (CSP) installations as the nation consumes each year.
Each of the 50 states has the potential to generate far more electricity from the sun than its
residents consume. (See Figure ES-1.)
• There are 35 million residential and commercial rooftops that could host solar panels across the
United States.

Other analyses of available rooftop PV capacity estimates are even higher (Paidipati, 2008).

The	
  International	
  Energy	
  Agency	
  report	
  
Another 2014 study on solar markets was a 60-page report published by the International Energy
Agency (IEA) in Paris as part of their Technology Roadmap series, titled Technology Roadmap:
Solar Photovoltaic Energy (IEA, 2014a). From an IEA press release on the report, following are
some of the comments.
The sun could be the worldʼs largest source of electricity by 2050, ahead of fossil fuels, wind,
hydro and nuclear, according to a pair of reports issued today by the International Energy Agency
(IEA)… solar technologies could prevent the emission of more than 6 billion tonnes of carbon
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“…we note that over 40% of the average

electric bill in the US can be attributed to
transmission and distribution (T&D) costs. This
is because the structure of most mature electric
markets allow utilities to recoup costs for large
upfront capital expenditures from transmission
and distribution.”
—Deutsche Bank Market Research, Crossing the Chasm: Solar Grid
Parity in a Low Oil Price Era (Shah, 2015)

dioxide per year by 2050 – that is more than all current energy-related CO2 emissions from the
United States or almost all of the direct emissions from the transport sector worldwide today.
The rapid cost decrease of photovoltaic modules and systems in the last few years has opened
new perspectives for using solar energy as a major source of electricity in the coming years and
decades,” said IEA Executive Director Maria van der Hoeven…
PV expands globally, with China being by far the leading country, followed by the United States.
Over half of total capacity is situated at the final consumersʼ place – whether households,
shopping malls or industries… (IEA, 2014)

Solar-‐plus-‐storage—the	
  “killer	
  app”	
  
Solar photovoltaic is the key technology that is bringing about such dramatic changes, and
largely due to widespread deployment in Germany (Lovins, 2013; Fraunhofer, 2014), and now in
China (Crooks, 2015) and many other parts of the world, it has reached a point on the cost curve
(Smith, 2015a) to be at parity with conventional generation in many markets (Cardwell, 2014).
The principle limitation on solar deployment within the electricity grid has been its variability or
lack of availability at night. That limitation has now been solved by a technology known as
Solar-plus-storage22.
Solar-plus-storage
One solution to variability is the use of batteries, both at premises and grid-scale, but they have
been expensive. As with solar PV, as with all electronics manufacturing, costs eventually yield
to technical innovation in design and process, and in scale of production. Such is also happening
in battery technology and related power electronics (inverters, chargers, controls, etc.). When
batteries are added to solar, the variability problem is solved. This is why Deutsche Bank named
solar-plus-storage the “next killer app” (Shah, 2015, p. 4).
Solar-plus-storage is not actually about off-grid power (except in emergency). It is gridconnected with the battery serving to augment or time-shift electricity or to provide power in
case of grid failure. It allows the user to preserve the retail value of self-generated electricity,
especially if rates vary by time-of-use or during peak load events. Batteries can be sized
according to the preferences of the user—to be economical, or to provide extra backup power.
Solar-plus-storage can operate entirely behind-the-meter (i.e., only on-premises), or it can feed
excess power to the grid if the grid needs it under net metering, time-of-use, or other tariff
arrangements. It can be deployed at virtually any scale—from a residence, to a major
commercial or industrial facility. It is even being used for street lights and traffic signs where
grid power may not be available or convenient.
Another benefit to wide scale use of solar-plus-storage is that it reduces the community’s
vulnerability grid failure due to severe weather and security events and improves the
community’s resiliency and recovery.
Grid-support
Yet another dimension of solar-plus-storage is its ability to help support the local distribution
grid—neighbors helping neighbors. The combination of solar PV + smart inverter/chargers23 +
battery storage can help balance and stabilize the local grid. Each site can provide such things as
VAR (Volt-Ampere reactive) support, low voltage ride-through, frequency stabilization, power
factor compensation, and rapid automatic surge assist to the local grid to help balance and
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stabilize the grid (Fairley, 2014). Otherwise such support must be provided by the distribution
grid (at some cost) and/or require a significant overbuild of capacity.
The smart home
Another component that will join the solar+inverter/charger+battery mix is a premises energy
management system (EMS) or gateway. Such a device or set of devices can manage the onpremises generation, use, and storage with controls that can manage and optimize the flow of
electricity within the building using “smart” appliances, thermostats, electric vehicle chargers, as
these become available on the market.24 Such smart controls or EMS might also in the future be
able to communicate with other users in the neighborhood to coordinate the flow of electricity in
an automated process known as “transactive energy”—balancing supply and demand within a
local grid known as a microgrid.
Microgrids
A major trend that is being enhanced by solar-plus-storage is the use of microgrids. A microgrid
is a local grid that can operate as part of a larger grid or as an “island” on it’s own, at least part of
the time. As semi-autonomous units, a microgrid is simply a collection of users, as small as two
users to a large campus, community, or building complex—combining the elements of
generation, storage, and use of electricity.
The larger electricity grids become, the more complex control problems are created. Systems of
all kinds are generally more reliable if they are broken down into modular sub-systems and this
is an advantage of organizing the distribution grid into microgrids. Large, highly complex
systems suffer from chronic vulnerabilities known as “normal accidents” (Perrow, 1984).
Tesla home battery
At the end of April, 2015, an important solar-plus-storage product line, Tesla Energy, was
introduced, by the electric car company, Tesla Motors. This product line, as characterized in the
company’s press release, is “a suite of batteries for homes, businesses, and utilities fostering a
clean energy ecosystem and helping wean the world off of fossil fuels” (Tesla, 2015). The firm is
in the process of constructing a $5 billion “gigafactory” near Reno, Nevada, to manufacture
lithium-ion batteries for use in its electric vehicles—and now it seems—also in homes, buildings,
and the grid (Hirsch, 2015).
The announcement was made by the flamboyant visionary entrepreneur, Elon Musk, Tesla
founder, and also private space travel venture founder and investor.25 Musk also serves as
Chairman of Solar City, a venture to finance and install solar PV systems on a national scale.
Solar City will be the initial marketing channel for the Tesla Energy “powerwall” battery26 for
home use. The Tesla entry could play a major role in validating a mass market for solar-plusstorage.
Shifting away from the grid to the home, batteries or other forms of storage have an equally
profound potential when paired with rooftop solar panels.
Currently, rooftop solar users are able to draw power during the day and, under net metering
arrangements, return some of it to the grid and thus lower their bills. This has led to a great boom
in individual solar installations, but there’s the same problem here as there is with the grid as a
whole: Solar tapers off with the sun but you still need a lot of power throughout the evening and
overnight.
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But storing excess solar power with batteries, and then switching them on once the solar panels
stop drawing from the sun, makes a dramatic difference. Homes could shift even further away
from reliance on the grid, while also using much more green power. (Mooney, 2015, p. 3)

A major study of the economic effects of solar-plus-storage has been published by the Rocky
Mountain Institute, The Economics of load defection: How grid-connected solar-plus-battery
systems will compete with traditional electric service, why it matters, and possible paths forward
(Bronski et al, 2015). This study examines the economics of solar-plus-storage and how and
where it is likely to impact the utility industry and conventional electricity service.

Structural	
  Transformation	
  of	
  the	
  Energy	
  Economy	
  
In a concluding look at the big picture trends and transitions in electricity, it can be seen that
solar and renewable electricity are but parts of an even greater change that is on the horizon—a
structural transformation of the global energy economy—a basic shift in how and by whom
energy in all forms is produced and consumed.
Energy technologies that depend on resource extraction for fuel sources can no longer be
considered “productive”. Society can no longer afford them environmentally or economically.
Fuel cost is a burden (dead weight) on all economic activity—manufacturing, transportation,
services, housing, etc.
The economy of resource extraction and of manufacturing operate in opposite ways.
Conventional fuels (coal, oil, gas, uranium, etc.) have been characterized by ever increasing costs
as the most easily accessible (cheapest) supplies are diminished first. For manufacturing,
however, initial production is expensive and difficult, but over time costs yield to productivity
improvements, economies of scale, and innovation, driving the costs down.
Renewable “fuels,” particularly the sun and wind, are starting to look more like manufacturing
than extraction. The fuel cost starts at zero and then technology and innovation drive down the
cost of using these “fuels” over time. Wind turbines, solar panels, inverters, batteries, power
electronics, controls, etc., are all manufactured commodities. Fossil fuel extraction strategies have
certainly been clever and innovative, but the cost of these fuels will never be zero (Schoechle &
Turner, 2015).

When considered within the context of urgency brought by climate change and global warming,
it is clearly possible that solar and other renewable energy could soon bring an abrupt end to the
age of fossil fuels.

V	
  

Alternatives	
  for	
  New	
  York	
  

Electricity	
  needs	
  for	
  New	
  York	
  City	
  area	
  
It has been shown that the peak electricity needs of New York City can be met without additional
transmission capacity.
“No discernible evidence thus exists that additional generation or transmission capacity is needed
for New York’s downstate region.” (Eshel, 2014, p. 2)

However, as a real alternative to new or even existing transmission capacity, this discussion is a
good opportunity to begin moving New York City and New York State toward distributed,
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additional generation or transmission capacity
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(Eshel, 2014)

renewable energy—particularly solar PV—for a variety of reasons. Some of these reasons and
issues include:
•

Unsustainable electricity rates and their trajectory—driven by capital construction for
transmission assets, as discussed earlier

•

Need for improved electricity resiliency in the New York metropolitan area

•

Environmental and other risks for additional transmission that have been described earlier

•

Financial risks and economic impacts (competitiveness, productivity, trade, etc.)

•

Environmental safety and security in the New York metropolitan area

•

More consumer control over their electricity supply

•

De-carbonization of the electricity supply

Guiding	
  principles	
  
In order to address these issues, some basic principles can be applied, and the REV process is an
opportunity for a comprehensive state-wide approach to the task.
Closer is better
•

Generate and store electricity as close as possible to where it will be used.

Smaller is better
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is not a good idea to “put all the eggs in one basket”
Smaller grids can be more reliable
Smaller grids reduce generation and transmission capital costs
Smaller grids reduce transmission losses
Smaller grids reduce risks of large system failures and vulnerabilities
Distributed local generation is less vulnerable—the trend is to microgrids,
distributed generation and storage.
Community resiliency is improve by having the grid segmented into smaller
grids and microgrids
Smaller projects can be faster to gain approvals and financing
Smaller projects can be faster to build
Distributed generation is less subject to local variability (of sun, of wind, etc.)
than larger centralized (grid-scale) generation

Action	
  recommendations	
  for	
  REV	
  
1. Apply more appropriate tariff structures such as Transactive Energy (TE) methods
(described further below), and initiate trials and demonstrations.
o TE tariffs could better balance supply and demand
o TE tariffs could better encourage energy efficiency
o TE methods could improve transmission efficiency
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“It is often observed that the electricity industry

is at an inflection point analogous to where the
telecom industry was a quarter century ago. With
the divestiture of the Bell System, technological
change finally forced a restructuring of public
policy that stranded many assets but also created
many new opportunities.”

o TE methods could improve distribution grid operation
2. Coordinate policies to reduce burdensome “soft costs” of solar installations
throughout the metro area.
Transactive Energy
Transactive Energy (TE) is a method of managing or controlling energy in an electricity grid—of
balancing supply and demand. Transactive control employs a mutual or reciprocal exchange of
value or benefit. In other words, TE can be seen as a form of “demand response” (or supply
response) that employs a market mechanism, rather than a direct command mechanism, to
control the flow of electricity to or from a grid. This is analogous to the difference between a
market economy and a command economy. It essentially uses a price signal mechanism to allow
each user or supplier to decide for themselves whether to buy or sell power to the grid during any
particular time window (e.g., for example, a 5-minute window).
TE would replace other variable pricing methods and tariffs, including time-of-use pricing and
real-time pricing. An approach to actual TE retail tariffs has been described in a white paper
developed by the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP, 2015), a broad industry group
formerly administered by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). TE has
been under development by the U.S. Department of Energy since approximately 2007 when it
was tested in various forms by Pacific Northwest National Laboratories in the Olympic
Peninsula Trial (Ambrosio, 2008) and more recently in the Pacific Northwest Smart Grid
Demonstration Project.
TE is a highly scalable technique and can be applied at many levels—from the interactions of
centralized power plants and large transmission grids—all the way down to the level of homes
and buildings interacting with each other in community microgrids. TE need not be operated by
a specific utility, but can function as an independent neutral automated broker software agent in
any grid system (Cazalet, 2011; Barrett & Cazalet, 2014).
TE is not a “silver bullet”. To be effective, as with any variable pricing method, it must employ
automated energy management systems and equipment at the individual premises level. The
costs of such equipment can be accommodated as part of solar-plus-storage installations, but in
any case, consumers who cannot afford such equipment must be subsidized or provided with
conventional base rates that they can afford. TE is a promising approach to integrating
renewable distributed generation and storage that the PSC should consider and conduct trials and
demonstrations as part of the REV proceeding.
Soft costs
“Soft Costs” are burdens that unnecessarily waste time and money, and impede the installation of
solar PV where it could be usefully applied in urban settings. Some examples include processing
permits and approvals by public agencies, building owners, and associations, coordination of
inspections, customer acquisition costs for installers (e.g., parking, and premises access by
installers and inspectors). All of these add to the costs of small-scale installations.
Community-based not-for-profit organizations like Solar One27 and the volunteers they mobilize,
are addressing these problems in New York City by a number of methods as appropriate to the
unique character of each of the various neighborhoods and boroughs in the New York area. One
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approach is a Solar One initiative, Here Comes Solar28, to aggregate, pre-qualify and group
customers, and then connect them with installers, thus saving customer installers
acquisition/sales costs. Another is to organize and aggregate or group building access to
improve scheduling for installers and estimators, and avoid frustrating problems such as parking
tickets and building security/access (Collins, 2015).
Some existing non-governmental initiatives reducing “soft costs” to install local solar include:
•

Solar One community solar initiatives –http://herecomessolar.nyc
40 kW solar installed to date

•

Solarize Brooklyn (in process)
focus on 1-4 family homes; 23 installations

•

Jewish Greening Fellowship (in process)

•

Solarize Queens, then Bronx etc. (in planning stages)

Regional	
  view	
  
For New York City and its Metropolitan area, there are many promising technical and policy
alternatives for developing local distributed renewable electricity generation and storage
resources. This is an opportunity to mobilize the creative energy and imagination of businesses,
entrepreneurs, and public-interest activists—when properly incentivized. A few examples are
listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pumped hydro
River flow hydro (e.g., low-head hydro turbines in the East River)
Water main flow hydro29
Rooftop water tank-flow pumped hydro
Small-scale wind
Solar “gardens” (e.g., community or shared ownership)
Solar parking lots/structures (also in combination with electric vehicle charging)
Solar “trees” (also in combination with electric vehicle charging)
Community grid and commercial/industrial site storage with “flow batteries”30

Rooftop or community-scale solar-plus-storage is now at or near grid price parity in many
markets (Shah, 2015). One example in the United States is Hawaii where, due to particularly
high electricity prices, solar rooftop penetration rates have already reached 12%. Another
example is parts of California where the California Public Utilities Commission is developing a
number of regulatory and tariff initiatives to facilitate distributed generation and storage,
microgrids, and time-of-use rates. A national analysis of when and where solar-plus-storage will
become competitive with traditional utility service has been developed by the Rocky Mountain
Institute (Bronski, et al, 2015).
All of the above offer useful examples for New York. However, the goal should not simply be to
integrate solar and other renewables, but rather to at the same time restructure the entire
electricity system with a focus on freeing up the distribution grid from its present monopoly.
This restructuring has been termed the “Utility 3.0 model” or energy democracy (Farrell, 2015).
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On the distribution system, the answer is new management and, likely, ownership. The New York
Public Service Commission’s Reforming the Energy Vision process has already outlined a plan
for an independent manager for the distribution system, but it may fall short of the necessary
steps to make the distribution system a tool for energy democracy.
Until the turn of the 21st century, the distribution system was simply the last mile of lines
bringing power one-way from utility operated power plants to customers. But now the
distribution system can facilitate energy democracy. Individual and community solar arrays can
produce local electricity; electric vehicles, energy storage, and smart appliances can manage
energy use; networked thermostats and smartphone apps can give individuals and businesses
unprecedented power as energy managers.

Now is an opportune time to build a new electricity distribution system based on the “Five pillars
of Energy Democracy” (ibid.) and bring an end to the rationale of “natural monopoly.”
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible
Efficient
Low-carbon
Local
Equitable

Choices	
  
New York has the opportunity to make a choice.
The wrong choice leaves New York behind:
•

Propping up investor-owned utilities with cost-of-service rates and cost recovery
without regard to externalized costs or societal priorities

The right choice can enable New York to lead the way for all:
•
•

Stop building the transmission grid and centralized generation
Refocus on the distribution grid and on distributed localized generation and storage
o Move away from privatized investor-owned monopolies
o The distribution grid (wires and poles) is a common carrier and community
resource

REV is the catalyst, but…
•

The vision can only be implemented by an engaged community
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“Not only should the Hudson Valley

transmission project not be built, but it
might begin to be considered how the existing
transmission lines in the Hudson Valley could
even be dismantled after the electricity demand
is met by distributed generation closer to the end
users. The existing Hudson Valley transmission
corridor can eventually be returned to its more
natural state.”

VI	
  

Conclusion	
  and	
  call	
  for	
  action	
  

It has been shown that New York City’s electricity demand can be entirely met without new
transmission (Eshel, 2014). It should be clear that in any case, now is not a good moment to be
making large investments in transmission grid infrastructure. However, this paper goes further,
showing how existing conventional electricity supply can now begin to be phased out and
replaced with distributed solar-plus-storage, other renewables, and microgrids.
Not only should the Hudson Valley transmission project not be built, but it might begin to be
considered how the existing transmission lines in the Hudson Valley could even be dismantled
after the electricity demand is met by distributed generation closer to the end users. The existing
Hudson Valley transmission corridor can eventually be returned to its more natural state. The
removal costs can be offset by the avoided cost of fossil fuels, transmission, maintenance, and
environmental degradation and pollution. In any case, the electricity ratepayers of New York
should not be locked into another half-century of amortization of new facilities that could well be
obsolete before they are even finished.
It is largely up to the State of New York to lead the way to defining its own energy future.
Although much useful research has been performed by parts of the Department of Energy, and
by some national laboratories, the U.S. Government has not been leading the way. For example,
a recent policy report was prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Electricity
Delivery and Energy Reliability, in collaboration with an industry group, the GridWise Alliance,
titled The Future of the Grid: Evolving to Meet America’s Needs (GridWise, 2014). The report
offered “An Industry-Driven Vision of the 2030 Grid and Recommendations for a Path
Forward.” However, a careful review of the report finds that,
Unfortunately, the [Future of the Grid] report misses or avoids what are perhaps the most
significant factors emerging today—the dramatic growth of rooftop solar PV and distributed
generation and storage—with profound implications for the industry’s future, even according to
its own internal reports (Schoechle, 2015).

The Future of the Grid report seems more concerned with maintaining the interests of the utility
industry and its suppliers rather than in truly meeting “America’s needs.”
The REV initiative—Reforming the Energy Vision—from the PSC should be the principle focus
of New York State for now—it is an opportunity to take a fresh and comprehensive view of New
York’s energy future. This opportunity can form a new platform for technical and policy
approaches for providing electricity in an economical, safe, secure, resilient, and democratic
manner to all the people of New York. But it is important to remember that this is more than an
issue of electric rate or rule-making. Regulatory policy alone will not suffice. Regulatory
mandates and rate structures do not create new markets—citizens and consumers do that.
The opportunity that is facing New York today is not about preserving the role of utility
companies and it is not about industrial-scale renewable generation and storage—but rather it is
about the opportunity to entirely reshape the economy of electricity, democratize energy, remove
monopoly middlemen, and devolve electricity generation and storage to the users.
Meanwhile, New York State would be making an enormous and costly, wasteful, and strategic
mistake to allow the Hudson Valley transmission project to proceed any further. The
transmission proposals should be seen for what they are—as a misguided attempt to prop up
investor-owned utilities and to delay the necessary transformation of the energy economy.
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1
2

3

4

Statewide plans include a total of 9,500 mW of new transmission (Berger, 2014).
The conventional centralized model consists of the chain of generation–to transmission grid–to distribution grid–to
user. It relies primarily on baseload generation (i.e., large utility scale fixed output coal or gas-fired
thermal, nuclear, or hydro) for stable and efficient operation.
Cost-recovery or cost-of-service means that customers’ rates cover all costs of delivering electricity service (e.g.,
fuel (coal, natural gas, Uranium, etc.), metering and billing, maintenance and repair, plus a specific profit
margin. Return on capital assets means that customers’ rates pay for all investment in capital assets (e.g.,
generating plants, transmission lines, substations, distribution wires and poles, trucks, etc.), plus a 10–12 %
profit. Since all costs are recovered and produce profits, there is no incentive for efficiency or economy.
A detailed historical account is provided in Power Struggle: The Hundred-Year War over Electricity, (Rudolph
and Ridley, 1987) and a review of the book is provided by Schoechle (2013).

5

The “smart grid” can be defined as using information technology (computers and communication) to make the grid
more reliable, efficient, balanced, and renewable.

6

Solar PV is a highly scalable technology (i.e., there is little or no economy of scale—larger installations are no
more efficient or economical than smaller ones). This also applies to a large extent to wind and hydro.

7

8

9

Distributed solar reduces the high financing costs of the large capital projects involving investment bankers,
financiers, investors, bond brokers, bondholders, etc. For the home or building owner or small local solar
garden, the financing would likely be through conventional banks, credit unions, savings, or out of pocket,
as most consumer home improvement financing is done.
Feed-in tariffs set a fixed long term premium price guarantee for those willing to finance and install solar and sell
all that they produced to the local grid operator. The price was established by a calculation by the German
government of how much solar energy was worth, considering its electricity market, social, and
environmental value.
The success of solar PV in Germany contradicts the presumed need to locate solar PV in especially sunny
locations. No part of Germany is as sunny as any part of the United States. Where there is less sunshine, it
simply requires more PV. An exception is the Arctic or Antarctic where the sun does not shine at all for
part of the year.

10

Stranded means no longer needed but not fully paid for.
Net metering allows customers with solar PV to sell electricity to the grid at the same price they buy it for—or
essentially running their meter “backward” when they have extra sun power they can not use.
12
NYISO 2013 Congestion Assessment and Resource Integration Study (CARIS), available at:
http://www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/markets_operations/services/planning/Planning_Studies/Economic_
Planning_Studies_(CARIS)/CARIS_Final_Reports/2013_CARIS_Final_Report.pdf, with appendices at:
http://www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/markets_operations/services/planning/Planning_Studies/Economic_
Planning_Studies_(CARIS)/CARIS_Final_Reports/2013_CARIS_Final_Appendices.pdf.
13
The anticipation of increased peak loads during July and August in New York City is attributed in large part to
the rising popularity and affordability of air conditioning. However, such anticipation often does not also
consider the rising popularity and affordability of solar PV. If your house is hot, it is because the sun is
shining on it. If the sun is shining on your house, why not use the same sun (solar PV) to run the air
conditioner, rather than to transmit coal or gas power (or wind or solar) from upstate, or hydro power from
Canada to run the air conditioner? This question needs to be asked and answered.
14
Power (in Watts) is the product of voltage (in Volts) times current (in Amperes), according to Ohm’s Law
(Watts=Volts x Amperes), [not considering “reactive” power]. Losses (wasted power), which can vary
11
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from 7 to 14%, are largely a function of current. Therefore, raising the voltage can reduce the current and
thus the losses, although at extremely high voltages, other losses and problems begin to occur.
In addition to habitat disruption and fragmentation, the transmission corridors interfere with wildlife seasonal
migration and normal daily wildlife movement. In some cases lines can “give raptors an advantage over
other species because transmission lines are required to provide raptor perches (Farhar, 2010, p. 49).”
When in doubt, err on the side of caution.
Specifically, in 1963 the Storm King hydro and transmission controversy spawned a citizen group, the Scenic
Hudson Preservation Conference to launch regulatory and legal action to stop the Con Edison project. The
group later spun off a broader movement that in 1970 became the Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC).
Normal accidents are system accidents, where due to complex interdependencies, apparently trivial events can
cascade through the system in unpredictable ways to cause a large event with severe consequences. The
classic work on the subject is Normal Accidents by Charles Perrow (1981), inspired by the Three Mile
Island nuclear reactor accident. Typical examples of susceptible complex systems are electric grids,
nuclear power plants, air traffic control systems, spacecraft, and financial trading systems.
For example, a recent such event occurred in Stockton, California, where a truck accident caused a high voltage
transmission line to fall onto a low voltage distribution line and interrupting PG&E service to 5000 homes,
exploding large numbers of “smart meters” and destroying customer appliances and wiring throughout
entire neighborhoods. http://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2015/03/30/stockton-smart-meters-explode-aftertruck-causes-power-surge/.
Transco characterizes itself as a “startup company” with no credit history as a risk factor in justifying its request
for enhanced ROE. The owners of Transco include Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp., Consolidated
Edison Company of New York, Inc., Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation d/b/a National Grid, New York
State Electric & Gas Corp., Orange & Rockland Utilities, Inc., and Rochester Gas and Electric Corp.
A 2004 U.S. General Accounting Office study (GAO, 2004) showed that local ownership can generate
significantly higher impacts for a county. For example, a single 40MW wind project built in Pipestone
County, Minnesota, would generate about $650,000 in new income for the county annually. In contrast,
that same 40MWs locally owned, would generate about $3.3 million annually in the same county. The
GAO evaluation looked at three counties in Iowa and two in Minnesota. For these five counties, local
ownership provided 2.5 times more jobs and 3.7 times more total local area dollar impact. There are
additional environmental benefits and technology development economic benefits to the local area.
Solar-plus-storage is also variously known as Solar-plus-battery, Battery–Grid Backup, Grid Backup Solar, or
Grid Zero.
An “inverter” is a piece of electronic equipment that converts direct current (DC) electricity produced by solar PV
panels, windmills, or batteries into alternating current (AC) for use in buildings or the electricity grid. A
“charger” does the opposite (i.e., converts AC to DC).
Premises-based communication and control is preferable to remote wireless “cloud” control for a number of
reasons including reliability, speed, network latency, feedback, safety, security, privacy, and minimization
of electromagnetic radiation.
Elon Musk is a South African-born Canadian-American entrepreneur, engineer, inventor and investor. He is the
CEO and CTO of SpaceX, CEO and product architect of Tesla Motors and chairman of SolarCity. He is the
founder of SpaceX and a cofounder of PayPal, Inc., Tesla Motors, and Zip2. He has also envisioned a
conceptual high-speed transportation system known as the Hyperloop <http://en.wikipedia.org>.
The “powerwall” battery will be offered in either 7 kWh or 10 kWh sizes at a cost of $3000 and $3500—a good
match for the 4 kW typical residential solar system that might cost about $8000 (before tax credits).
Solar One is New York City’s Green Energy Education Center. Originally founded in 2004 to manage Stuyvesant
Cove Park and a small environmental education center, Solar One quickly grew into an award-winning
organization with a thriving array of programs promoting urban sustainability and education. Solar One’s
programs reach all five boroughs. <solar1.org>.
Here Comes Solar–a project of Solar One <http://herecomessolar.nyc>
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The city of Portland, Oregon, is in partnership with a local startup, Ludid Energy, that is producing small in-flow
turbines for generating electricity in municipal water mains at competitive rates.
<http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/drinking-water-pipes-can-also-deliver-electric-power/>
30
A flow battery is a form of pumped dual (positive and negative) liquid electrolyte battery that is appropriate for
medium to large grid-scale storage. It has a high energy density and can be cycled repeatedly without
degradation. Examples are Uni Energy Technologies <http://uetechnologies.com> and Imergy
<http://Imergy.com>
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“New York State would be making an enormous

and costly, wasteful, and strategic mistake to
allow the Hudson Valley transmission project to
proceed any further. The transmission proposals
should be seen for what they are—as a misguided
attempt to prop up investor-owned utilities and to
delay the necessary transformation of the energy
economy.”

National Institute for Science, Law and Public Policy
Bringing Science and Law Together to Create Intelligent Policy
The National Institute for Science, Law and Public Policy (NISLAPP) was founded
in 1978 to bridge the gap between scientific uncertainties and the need for laws
protecting public health and safety. Its overriding objective is to bring practitioners
of science and law together to develop intelligent policy that best serves all
interested parties in a given controversy. Its focus is on the points at which these two
disciplines converge.
The constantly evolving nature of scientific research, together with the accelerated
pace of technological advancement, has drawn into question the reliability of the
information on which decision makers in both government and industry rely. Many
of the innovations that have led to the development of new products and processes
have also raised significant new health, safety, and efficacy issues for consumers.
NISLAPP's mission is to help reconcile the historic and political vagaries of the
legal process with the absence of "absolute" scientific answers in addressing
immediate and long-range consumer concerns. Rather than attempting a definitive
resolution of such problems, this approach is aimed at encouraging honest interplay
to help promote autonomous arrangements in areas of health and public safety.
NISLAPP serves as a source of enlightenment to the consumer movement, industry
and public policymakers alike by applying common-sense criteria to common-good
concerns. It is NISLAPP's intent to forge dialogue between parties who may see
themselves as diametrically opposed to each other's interests, and reconcile legal and
scientific concerns in the formulation of intelligent, safe and sensible public policy.
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